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Abstract

Developing Asian countries have accumulated foreign exchange reserves on an unprecedented scale in recent years. There is a growing consensus that Asia’s reserves now substantially exceed the levels required for precautionary purposes or for self-protection against currency crisis. The central objective of our paper is to informally and formally test whether reserves in developing Asia have in fact reached excessive levels. Informal tests of reserve adequacy based on widely used rules of thumb such as the Greenspan-Guidotti rule unambiguously indicate the presence of sizable excess reserves. To test for excess reserves more formally, we use panel-data econometric analysis based on Edison (2003). Our estimation results indicate the presence of large and growing excess reserves since 2002. The results of both informal and formal tests thus confirm the popular belief that developing Asia now has excessive foreign exchange reserves. Therefore, the short-run policy challenge for Asian governments is to manage the region’s burgeoning excess reserves more actively and use them more productively. One promising area of future research, brought to the fore by the global financial crisis, is to develop more nuanced measures of reserve adequacy that take into account the possibility of severe negative shocks.
I. Introduction

Since the Asian financial crisis of 1997–1998, there has been an explosive growth in the foreign exchange reserves (henceforth forex reserves) held by the central banks of developing Asia. A large and persistent current account surplus, sometimes reinforced by significant capital inflows, is fueling the build-up of reserves throughout the region. Developing Asia as a region is selling more goods and services to the rest of the world than it is buying from the rest of the world. The resulting net inflow of foreign exchange has far exceeded the region's net purchases of assets from the rest of the world, leading to an ever larger stockpile of forex reserves at the region's central banks. As of September 2008, no fewer than six Asian developing economies were among the world's ten largest holders of forex reserves—People's Republic of China (PRC); Hong Kong, China; India; Republic of Korea; Singapore; and Taipei,China. Furthermore, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam also have large and growing amounts of forex reserves.

Many observers outside developing Asia view the region’s surging forex reserves as definitive evidence of the region’s overreliance on a mercantilist export-led growth model. The underlying idea is that Asian central banks purchase foreign exchange to keep their currencies weak and thus promote exports. Although exports have historically been a key driver of growth in developing Asia, this mercantilist argument is not entirely convincing. For one, the region's reserve build-up has continued unabated despite the appreciation of many regional currencies. A more convincing explanation for the rapid growth of the region's reserves is the precautionary or self-insurance argument. The underlying idea here is that a large war chest of forex reserves serves to protect the economy against sudden shortages of international liquidity and thus helps to prevent currency crises of the kind that devastated Asia in 1997–1998. A further impetus for accumulating reserves as a form of self-insurance is widespread Asian distrust of the International Monetary Fund in the aftermath of the Asian crisis. In light of the severe contraction of output and widespread suffering during the crisis, Asian countries' desire for an ample war chest of international liquidity is more than understandable.

Nevertheless, there is a growing consensus that the reserve levels of many Asian countries now far exceed all plausible estimates of what they need for liquidity purposes. Put differently, the reserve levels may now be substantially above optimal levels. Holding reserves provides benefits, in particular protection against unexpected shortages of foreign exchange and currency crisis, but also entails a number of substantial costs. However, excess reserves are welfare-reducing since the cost of holding an additional
dollars of such reserves is, by definition, larger than the benefit. The larger the excess reserves, the larger will be the loss of national welfare. Therefore, the gap between actual reserves and optimal reserves is more than a passing interest. The first-best solution to the problem of too much reserves is to reduce reserves, although this requires long-term structural adjustments. More immediately, it makes little sense to invest excess reserves in safe and liquid but low-return traditional reserve assets such as United States (US) government securities. Instead excess reserves should be managed more actively to maximize risk-adjusted returns.

The central objective of this paper is to empirically investigate the issue of whether developing Asia does in fact have large and growing excess reserves. The notion of Asian excess reserves has gained such a widespread following that it has almost become conventional wisdom. However, it would be interesting and worthwhile to empirically test the conventional wisdom in light of the substantial policy implications that follow from it. In this paper, we test for the presence of excess reserves in Asia both informally and more formally. At an informal level, there are some widely used rules of thumb that measure the adequacy of reserves. Those rules are based on general economic intuition rather than derived rigorously from formal theory. The difference between actual reserves and adequate reserves can be interpreted as the size of excess reserves. At a more formal level, a number of economic fundamentals can help to explain the level of reserves. For example, we can expect countries with fixed exchange rates to have a higher demand for reserves than countries with flexible exchange rates. It is possible to think of the difference between actual reserve levels and the reserve levels that can be explained by the fundamentals as a measure of excess reserves.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II looks at the stylized facts of developing Asia’s foreign exchange reserve build-up and explains the concept of excess reserves. Section III examines the issue of whether the reserve build-up has led to excessive reserves by applying well-known informal rules of thumb such as the Guidotti-Greenspan rule. Section IV explores the same issue more formally through a simple econometric model that explains reserve levels through a number of variables theoretically influencing the demand for reserves. Section V concludes the paper by discussing the main findings and the policy implications from those findings.

II. Stylized Facts of Developing Asia’s Reserve Build-Up and the Concept of Excess Reserves

In the first subsection, we examine the stylized facts about the region’s forex reserve accumulation since 1990. While the rapid growth of the region’s reserves has been a highly topical issue for both policymakers and the general public, a look at the actual data
will give us a more precise idea of how fast the reserves have actually grown and how large they have become. In the second subsection, the vague but popular notion that Asia has “too much” reserves is given greater conceptual concreteness and precision. The concept of excess reserves follows from the concept of optimal reserves, which, in turn, reflects the fact that countries not only obtain benefits from holding reserves but also incur costs.

A. Stylized Facts of Developing Asia’s Reserve Accumulation

Figure 1 below shows the growth in the total forex reserves of developing Asia between 1990 and 2008 in both nominal and real terms. During this period as a whole, developing Asia’s reserves rose from US$202 billion to US$3,371 billion in nominal terms and from US$267 billion to US$2,697 billion in inflation-adjusted terms. During the earlier subperiod of 1990–2000, the region’s reserves rose from US$202 billion to US$710 billion in nominal terms and from US$267 to US$710 billion in real terms. During the more recent subperiod of 2000–2008, the growth of regional reserves has further accelerated, rising from US$710 billion to US$3,371 billion in nominal terms and from US$710 billion to US$2,697 billion in real terms. In nominal terms, the average annual growth rate of the reserves was therefore 16.9%, 13.4%, and 21.5% for 1990–2008, 1990–2000, and 2000–2008, respectively. In real terms, the average annual growth rate was 13.7%, 10.3%, and 18.2% during the same periods. The overall picture is one of secular growth in developing Asia’s reserves since 1990, punctuated by a noticeable acceleration of growth since 2000.

**Figure 1: Nominal and Real Foreign Exchange Reserves of Developing Asia, 1990–2008 (billion US$)**

Sources: Author’s estimates based on data from CEIC Data Company Ltd. and International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics online database, both downloaded 15 June 2009.
To some extent, the growth of reserves in absolute terms over time simply mirrors the growth of developing Asia’s output over time. Therefore, to put the region’s reserve build-up in better perspective, we scale its reserves by its GDP. Figure 2 shows the amount of forex reserves relative to GDP. The reserves–GDP ratio shows a similar pattern as the amount of reserves; an uninterrupted increase. Developing Asia’s reserves–GDP ratio rose from 13.1% in 1990 to 21.9% in 2000 and further to 40.2% in 2008.

Figure 2: Ratio of Foreign Exchange Reserves to GDP, Developing Asia, 1990–2008

![Graph showing the ratio of foreign exchange reserves to GDP for Developing Asia from 1990 to 2008.]

Sources: Author’s estimates based on data from CEIC Data Company Ltd. and International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics online database, both downloaded 15 June 2009.

In assessing the growth in the region’s reserves, yet another measure worth looking at is the share of the region’s reserves in global reserves. A tangible rise in the region’s share would lend further credibility to the global significance of developing Asia’s reserve build-up. Figure 3 shows that the region’s share of global reserves rose from 22.4% in 1990 to 34.7% in 2000 and 48.1% in 2008. This suggests that developing Asia has indeed been accumulating reserves at a relatively fast pace, in fact more than twice as fast as the rest of the world. It should be noted, however, that the region’s reserve accumulation is an integral part of a broader trend of accelerated reserve accumulation by developing countries, whose share of global reserves has risen from 27.7% to 64.8% in 2008. The PRC accounts for more than 50% of the total regional reserve growth between 1990 and 2008. Therefore, the contribution of the PRC to the reserve build-up is notable but, at the same time, the build-up is a regionwide phenomenon. Table 1 lists the region’s top 10 reserve holders as of the end of 2008.
Figure 3: Developing Asia’s Share of World Reserves, 1990–2008 (percent)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Stock of Foreign Exchange Reserves (billion US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>China, Peoples Rep. of</td>
<td>1,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Taipei, China</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Korea, Rep. of</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: CEIC Data Company Ltd.; International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics online database, both downloaded 15 June 2009.

B. The Concepts of Optimal Reserves and Excess Reserves

The notion of excess reserves is linked with the concept of optimal reserve levels, which, in turn, is associated with the benefits and costs of reserves. Reserves provide two main benefits: (i) self-insurance against financial crisis and (ii) mercantilist export promotion. It is difficult to exaggerate the traumatic impact of the Asian crisis, the immediate cause of which was a shortage of international liquidity, on the Asian psyche. Building up large war chests of international liquidity to insure oneself against Asian crisis-type financial turmoil is known as the self-insurance or precautionary demand for reserves. The other main benefit of reserves pertains to the mercantilist idea of promoting exports to promote growth. Buying foreign currencies to hold down domestic currencies so as to promote...
exports is known as the mercantilist demand for reserves. Aizenman and Lee (2006 and 2005) provide extended discussions of the precautionary and mercantilist demands for reserves. Although both motives are likely to be in play in Asia, a systematic study of the relative importance of the two motives in Asia by Aizenman and Lee (2005) finds stronger empirical support for self-insurance motive. Related to the two main benefits but somewhat different is a third benefit from reserves—exchange rate stability. A central bank may accumulate reserves as a result of foreign exchange market interventions aimed at stabilizing the exchange rate.

Reserve accumulation not only yields benefits but entails costs as well. The three major costs of reserve accumulation are inflation, fiscal costs, and higher interest rate. A central bank’s issuance of domestic currency to purchase foreign currency increases the monetary base, which in turn leads to inflation. In order to sterilize the inflationary impact of reserve accumulation, a central bank typically issues bonds, i.e., domestic liabilities, in exchange for currency in circulation, withdrawing domestic liquidity in the process. However, sterilization may entail a fiscal burden—the second major cost—if the interest rate a central bank pays on its outstanding bonds exceeds the interest rate it earns on its foreign reserve assets. The third major cost—higher interest rate—is also associated with sterilization. Sustained accumulation will eventually lead to a higher interest rate since there is a limit to the general public's appetite for sterilization bonds. Holding reserves entails some additional costs besides the three main costs. According to Mohanty and Turner (2006), an unusually favorable constellation of factors, such as the benign global inflationary environment, have so far limited the costs of reserve accumulation in Asia.

The optimal level of reserves is neither infinite since reserves entail costs, nor zero since reserves yield benefits. The optimal level of reserves is determined not by total benefits and costs of reserves but by their marginal benefits and costs. At least beyond a certain level, the marginal benefit of reserves is likely to diminish with the level of reserves. Intuitively, for example, an economy with US$10 billion of external liabilities is unlikely to enjoy any positive benefit from its 200 billionth dollar of reserves. Likewise, beyond a certain level, the marginal cost of reserves is likely to increase with the level of reserves. Intuitively, for example, as the level of reserves approaches infinity, the massive growth of the monetary base will unleash inflationary pressures that would overwhelm any structural deterrents of inflation. There is a wide range of views about the costs and benefits of reserves and hence a lack of consensus about the optimal reserve level. In addition, the optimal reserve level differs from country to country and changes over time for a given country. There is no obvious reason why the benefits and costs of reserves should remain constant over time, especially in developing countries undergoing big structural changes such as capital account liberalization. The practical implication for Asian policymakers is that they should err on the side of caution in determining the optimal reserve level.

1 These costs include balance sheet losses or valuation losses arising from the depreciation of the currency (e.g., US dollar) of the reserve assets and asset price inflation resulting from the increase in liquidity due incomplete sterilization. Rodrik (2006) identifies an interesting social cost of reserves, namely the government paying a higher interest rate on its external debt than it is earning on foreign assets held as reserves.
III. Are Developing Asia’s Reserves Excessive?
An Informal Examination

In the preceding section, we discussed excess reserves from a conceptual or theoretical perspective. In this section, we report and discuss the results of some informal analyses of whether the region’s reserves have indeed exceeded optimal levels. To gauge the magnitude of developing Asia’s excess reserves, we now turn to some well-known measures of reserve adequacy. Although these measures are informal rules of thumb based on general economic intuition rather than rigorously derived theoretical concepts, they perform quite well in empirical studies of reserve adequacy and thus provide useful guidance for policymakers. In particular, many such studies find one such rule of thumb (the ratio of reserves to short-term external debt) to be a significant determinant of an economy’s vulnerability to financial crisis. More precisely, according to the so-called Greenspan-Guidotti rule, the critical value of this ratio is one, with a value above one signaling safety and a value below one signaling danger. The underlying idea here is that the country with reserves equal to or more than all external debt falling within one year should be able to service its immediate external obligations even during a financial crisis. Figure 4 clearly reveals that developing Asia comfortably passes the Greenspan-Guidotti test of reserve adequacy. The unmistakable implication is that the region has substantial amounts of excess reserves.

Figure 4: Ratio of Foreign Exchange Reserves to Short-Term External Debt in Developing Asia’s Top 10 Reserve Holders, 1990–2008


2 Edison (2003), ECB (2006), and Green and Torgerson (2007) discuss the various reserve adequacy measures in detail.
Another well-known benchmark of reserve adequacy is the ratio of reserves to M2 or broad money. This ratio is especially relevant for countries at a significant risk of capital flight. The basic intuition is that the higher the ratio, the greater the confidence of the general public in the value of the local currency and hence the lower the likelihood of massive crisis-provoking flights into other currencies. Although there is no general consensus on the critical value of the reserves–M2 ratio, which is understandable given the inherent difficulty of measuring capital flight, the suggested values range from 5% to 20%. Figure 5 below shows that the reserves–M2 ratio falls comfortably within the range of 5–20% for the major reserve holders of developing Asia. In fact, the ratio is above 20%, in some cases far above 20%, for most of the countries in many years. Therefore, a look at the reserves–M2 ratio confirms that developing Asia’s reserve build-up may have has resulted in substantial amounts of excess reserves.

Figure 5: Ratio of Foreign Exchange Reserves to M2 in Developing Asia’s Top 10 Reserve Holders, 1990–2008

The above two measures of reserve adequacy pertain to reducing an economy’s vulnerability to capital account shocks. Although financial globalization has pushed the capital account to the forefront and the current account to the backdrop in most discussions of reserve adequacy, one measure of adequacy pertaining to the current account, namely the months of imports that reserves can pay for, is still widely used. The basic idea is that a large stock of reserves will reduce the vulnerability of a country subject to adverse current account shocks and without significant access to international capital markets. There is general agreement that 3–4 months of imports is
the benchmark. Figure 6 shows that for most of developing Asia, the number of months that imports can cover is well above 4 months. Again, there are fairly strong grounds for suspecting a sizable gap between optimal and actual reserve levels.

**Figure 6: Imports Covered by Foreign Exchange Reserves in Developing Asia’s Top 10 Reserve Holders, 1990–2008 (number of months)**

We examine one additional measure of reserve adequacy for which there is less theoretical or empirical justification than the three measures discussed above. Although GDP does not reflect an external vulnerability, it is nevertheless often used for scaling absolute reserve levels into relative terms. After all, it makes little sense to compare the total reserves of a US$100 billion economy with those of a US$10 billion economy. Furthermore, other things equal, a bigger economy will need more reserves than a smaller economy for the simple reason that it experiences larger amounts of international capital flows and trade. Figure 7 shows that the reserves–GDP ratio has been rising steadily throughout the region.

Sources: Authors’ estimates based on data from CEIC Data Company Ltd.; International Monetary Fund, *International Financial Statistics* online database; and World Bank, *Global Development Finance* online database, all downloaded 15 June 2009.
To summarize, informal tests based on widely used rules of thumb resoundingly confirm the conventional wisdom that developing Asia now has “too much” reserves. Whether we compare reserves to short-term external debt, broad measure of money supply, or the value of monthly imports, many countries in the region now apparently have more reserves than they need. This finding confirms the popular belief that the region may be better off shifting some reserves toward more active profit-seeking investments as opposed to traditional liquidity management.

IV. Are Developing Asia’s Reserves Excessive? An Econometric Examination

In the previous section, we saw that tests of reserve adequacy based on simple rules of thumb unambiguously indicate a substantial gap between actual reserves and optimal reserves. Indeed policymakers often rely on those simple rules instead of more rigorous econometric models to assess reserve adequacy. Nevertheless, it would be useful and interesting to apply such models to the issue of whether the region’s reserves have become excessive. At a minimum, we would be able to compare the results of the informal adequacy tests with those of more formal econometric analysis. The alternative,
The econometric approach to assessing reserve adequacy is to (i) estimate a model that relates reserve levels to various variables influencing reserves and (ii) compare actual reserve levels to reserve levels predicted by the model. We can interpret a positive gap between actual reserves and predicted reserves as evidence of excess reserves in the sense that reserves exceed those explained by fundamentals.

The theoretical and empirical literature exploring reserve adequacy more rigorously was very limited until recently when a growing number of studies attempted to formally model and empirically estimate optimal reserve levels. The recent growth of this literature has been motivated by the recent surge of reserves in developing countries in general and developing Asia in particular. Studies examining the region’s optimal reserves include Wyplosz (2006); Jeanne and Ranciere (2006); Gosselin and Parent (2005); Mendoza (2004); Aizenman, Lee, and Rhee (2004); Aizenman and Marion (2004 and 2002); and Dooley, Folkerts-Landau, and Garber (2004). The overall balance of evidence in this emerging literature confirms the story told by the rules of thumb for reserve adequacy, that the region’s current reserve build-up has overshot its optimal level although the studies differ considerably about the extent of the overshooting. More precisely, the studies generally find the region’s reserves beginning to exceed their optimal levels around 2001 or 2002. Another significant general finding is an apparent structural increase in optimal reserves in the post-1997 period, which is consistent with a stronger precautionary demand for reserves in the aftermath of the Asian crisis. This suggests that we should be cautious about reading too much into the growth in the absolute level of the region’s reserves without due regard for changes in the fundamentals.

In this paper, we apply the empirical model in one such study (Edison 2003) to estimate developing Asia’s optimal reserve levels during 1990–2007. Edison tries to explain reserves as a function of economic size, current account vulnerability, and exchange rate flexibility. Intuitively, since a country’s international commercial transactions increase with its economic size, we can expect population and real GDP per capita to have a positive impact on reserves. Since vulnerability to external shocks increases with economic openness, we can expect trade openness to have a positive effect on reserve holdings. In particular, high dependence on imports will raise the demand for reserves. Larger external shocks (e.g., export volatility) will be associated with larger reserves. Greater exchange rate flexibility reduces the need for central banks to maintain a large stockpile of reserves with which to manage the exchange rate. In short, we expect reserves to have a positive relationship with population, real GDP per capita, imports–GDP ratio, and export volatility, and a negative relationship with exchange rate volatility.

Edison (2003) estimates her model using panel data for 122 emerging countries from 1980–1996. Controlling for fixed effects, the model is able to account for over 90% of the variation in reserve holdings. All five explanatory variables have the expected coefficient signs and all of them are significant except export volatility. Edison then uses the parameter estimates to generate out-of-sample forecasts and compares them with actual
reserve data for 1997–2002. Edison finds that while actual reserves were broadly in line with forecasts during 1997–2001, actual reserves exceeded forecasts after 2001. We re-estimate the model using panel data for 130 emerging economies from 1980 to 2004. Table 2 shows our estimation results, which indicate that the model can explain slightly over 90% of the demand for reserves. All the coefficients have the expected signs. Real per capita GDP, population, and exchange rate volatility are significant at the 1% level; imports-to-GDP ratio is significant at the 5% level; and export volatility is insignificant. Our estimation results are thus broadly similar with those of Edison.

Table 2: Multi-Variable Regression Results for Reserves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: Real Reserves</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real GDP per capita</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>6.78**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>5.30**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports–GDP ratio</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2.53*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export volatility</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange rate volatility</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-3.32**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>2,419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** denotes significance at 1% and * denotes significance at 5%.

Note: Estimates are based on country fixed effects and a constant.

To estimate the size of developing Asia’s excess reserves, we compare the reserve levels predicted by the model with actual reserves. More precisely, we compare (i) the sum of the actual reserves of the top 10 regional reserve holders (see Table 1) and (ii) the sum of the predicted reserves of the same countries. For the period 2005–2007, we use our parameter estimates to generate out-of-sample forecasts. Figure 8 and Table 3 show trends in the region’s actual versus predicted reserves during 1990–2007. From 1990 to 2002, the region’s actual reserves either closely tracked or were lower than the reserves predicted by the model. Put differently, during this period, economic fundamentals could explain the bulk of developing Asia’s reserve accumulation. However, actual reserves begin to exceed predicted reserves from 2003 onward and the gap between the two grew over time until 2007. More specifically, the gap between the region’s actual and predicted reserves grew from US$95 billion in 2003 to US$228 billion in 2005 to US$687 billion in 2007. The gap has grown not only in absolute terms but in relative terms as well, from 7.8% of actual reserves in 2003 to 12.5% in 2005 to 23.6% in 2007.
Figure 8: Actual versus Predicted Reserves of Developing Asia, 1990–2007 (billion US$)

Table 3: Actual versus Predicted Nominal Reserves of Developing Asia, 1990–2007 (billion US$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>202.14</td>
<td>187.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>247.31</td>
<td>223.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>253.36</td>
<td>263.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>295.45</td>
<td>312.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>371.18</td>
<td>366.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>420.36</td>
<td>450.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>483.11</td>
<td>513.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>506.37</td>
<td>564.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>569.94</td>
<td>571.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>648.23</td>
<td>671.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>698.70</td>
<td>819.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>775.87</td>
<td>854.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>951.62</td>
<td>964.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1,217.13</td>
<td>1,122.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,580.56</td>
<td>1,363.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1,827.08</td>
<td>1,599.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2,222.24</td>
<td>1,900.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2,916.75</td>
<td>2,229.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: CEIC Data Company Ltd.; International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics online database, both downloaded 15 June 2009; authors’ estimates.
Although the gap between actual reserves and predicted reserves has grown for developing Asia as a whole since 2003, there are substantial differences across countries. We also used Edison’s model to estimate excess reserves for each of the top 10 reserve holders. According to our estimates, PRC, India, and Korea jointly accounted for the lion’s share of growth in the region’s excess reserves during 2003–2007. Our estimates also indicate that different countries experienced a surge in excess reserves at different points in time. Figure 9 below shows trends in the PRC’s actual versus predicted reserves during 1990–2007. The gap between the PRC’s actual reserves and predicted reserves broadly mirrors the gap for the region as a whole. Until 2001, economic fundamentals could explain most of the growth in the PRC’s reserves. However, from 2002 onward, actual reserves began to exceed predicted reserves by a large and growing margin. Figures 10 and 11 below show the trends in the actual reserves versus predicted reserves for India and Korea, respectively. For both countries, the movement of the actual-predicted gap is broadly similar to the actual-predicted for developing Asia as a whole, i.e., small or no gap during the early part of 1990–2007 followed by the emergence of a more visible gap in the later part. In the case of Korea, one of the hardest-hit economies during the Asian crisis, excess reserves began to emerge in 1998, in the immediate aftermath of the Asian crisis.

Figure 9: Actual Versus Predicted Reserves of the People’s Republic of China, 1990–2007 (billion US$)

![Figure 9: Actual Versus Predicted Reserves of the People’s Republic of China, 1990–2007 (billion US$)](chart)

Source: Authors’ estimates.
In summary, the evidence from our panel-data econometric analysis based on Edison (2003) indicates that the region’s actual reserve levels are now substantially above the reserve levels that can be attributed to economic fundamentals. While there are significant differences across countries in the size and timing of excess reserves, the overall pattern is one of large and growing excess reserves during the later part of our sample period, especially since 2003. Therefore, our econometric regression results
are consistent with the results of informal reserve adequacy tests. It should be noted that rapid growth of actual reserves does not necessarily imply rapid growth of excess reserves since optimal reserves may also grow rapidly over time. Finally, we do not purport our estimates of excess reserves to be authoritative or definitive since they are based on one particular empirical model of reserves. Nevertheless, our study is consistent with the broad thrust of the empirical literature in that we find strong evidence of excess reserves.

V. Concluding Observations

The scale and speed of developing Asia’s reserve build-up since the Asian crisis has been unprecedented. The build-up may have been initially motivated by precautionary self-insurance purposes, in particular a regionwide desire to avoid a repeat of the Asian crisis, which has left an indelible scar on the region’s collective psyche. Nevertheless, there is a growing consensus that the region’s reserves now exceed all plausible estimates of what the region needs for traditional purposes. This brings up the important question posed in the title of this paper, of whether developing Asia’s foreign exchange reserves have in fact reached excessive levels. Both the informal and formal analysis in this paper suggests that the answer to the question is a loud and clear yes. Applying informal tests of reserve adequacy such as the Greenspan-Guidotti rule suggests that the region now has substantially more than adequate reserves. Furthermore, comparing the region’s actual reserves with the reserves predicted by an econometric model that explains reserves with a number of economic variables also yields the same conclusion.

The presence of large and growing excess reserves suggests that the region would be better off investing those reserves more actively to maximize risk-adjusted returns. The alternative of continuing to use excess reserves to purchase safe and liquid but low-yielding traditional reserve assets is indeed a costly waste of valuable resources. Therefore, the widespread notion that developing Asia should manage at least some of its growing stockpile of reserves more actively is not only politically popular but economically sound. Nevertheless, shifting part of reserves from passive liquidity management to active profit-seeking investment, although attractive in principle, will not be easy to put into practice. Investing in high-risk, high-yield assets such as equities rather than low-risk, low-yield assets such as US government bonds may entail heavy losses in the absence of adequate risk management capacity. Excess reserves are a relatively new phenomenon in developing Asia and the region’s governments have only limited capacity and experience in actively investing reserves to maximize profits as opposed to managing them for traditional liquidity purposes. More generally, there are a large number of difficult specific challenges arising from more active management of the region’s reserves, as discussed extensively in Park (2007).
The Korean experience during the global financial crisis highlights the limitations of our research. Despite having one of the world’s largest stocks of FX reserves and comfortably passing all conventional tests of reserve adequacy, both the Korean currency and stock market came under severe attack during the third quarter of 2008, triggering widespread fears about a repeat of the 1997–1998 crisis. The currency and stock market began to stabilize only after the Bank of Korea entered into a swap agreement with the US Federal Reserve. Both the real economy and financial system have since recovered and, in fact, Korea is currently enjoying one of the fastest and strongest recoveries in the region. The lesson from the Korean experience is not that conventional measures of reserve adequacy are completely useless guides for policymakers. The global financial crisis is an unprecedented, extraordinary shock so it would not make sense to make generalizations such as “more reserves is always better than less” on the basis of the crisis. However, the Korean experience does point to the need to develop a more nuanced approach for measuring reserve adequacy, perhaps a more contingency-based approach that takes into account the possibility of severe negative shocks in gauging adequacy. Developing such measures represents a promising and policy-relevant agenda for future research on reserves and reserve accumulation.

The global financial crisis also serves as a sobering warning to Asian policymakers about the very real risks involved in shifting from a conservative investment strategy to a more aggressive investment strategy within the context of excess reserve management. Asian sovereign wealth funds are known to have suffered heavy paper losses on their investments in western financial institutions as their market values cratered during the peak of the crisis. However, those losses have receded more recently as the market values have recovered along with the stabilization of western financial systems and the incipient recovery of the world economy. Again, we should refrain from making generalizations on the basis of an unprecedented, extraordinary shock and suggesting that Asian countries should invest their excess reserves solely in traditional reserve assets. Nevertheless, the global crisis does highlight the need for Asian countries to manage their excess reserves more actively only after they have acquired sufficient institutional capacity to do so. In shifting from passive liquidity management to active profit-seeking investment, a gradualist approach of learning-by-doing is likely to be more effective than a cold-turkey approach of plunging full-steam into the often turbulent waters of global financial markets.

Finally, if we take a more long-term view, the issue of what to do with excess reserves once they have already been accumulated is a study of the “second best.” The obvious “first-best” solution (to the problem of too many reserves) is not to accumulate them in the first place. But slowing or reversing reserve accumulation may not be easy. Even sharp appreciations of some regional currencies, such as the Korean won, have not slowed the pace of accumulation. Ultimately, the root cause of excess reserve accumulation lies in the combination of excess net saving (the difference between domestic saving and domestic investment) and the inability of capital markets to intermediate surpluses.
efficiently. Tackling the underlying structural problems from which excess reserves emerge is difficult, and likely to take time. For example, expanding access to pensions and health insurance would require concerted government efforts. In addition to these steps, governments could consider liberalizing capital outflows so that the private sector plays a bigger role in the export of capital from the region to the rest of the world.
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